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Superblocks are the basic unit of China’s urban development, but
they are also spatial instruments with social, cultural, environmental,
and economic implications, operating between the scales of
architecture and the city. These redefined ‘Megablocks’ then
become laboratories for the consequences, opportunities, and
potential global proliferation of Chinese urban models, reconsidered
through the filters of ecology, economics, and ethics.
In the bi-lingual Guide to Megablock Urbanisms, China Lab aims to
document and advance a wider conversation on the policies and
collective experiences of large-scale development that are shaping
China’s urban future.

中国实验室诚邀社会各界人士与我们一起探讨有关中国的大型城市发展
项目及其背后的意义。
“超级街区”是中国现代城市的基本单位。它是一种特定的城市空间载
体，在社会，环境，文化及经济层面上都有着特殊的含义。其系统在建
筑尺度和城市尺度之间运作。 如果我们重新审视过往对环境、经济及道
德的理解，并视“超级街区”这一概念为“实验室”，这将助我们进一
步研究中国城市模型的价值、未来的机会和其概念蔓延的可能性。
在这本双语发行的“超级城区指南”中，我们旨在发
起及记录有关对中国大型城市发展这一课题—包括在
社会制度或日常生活等层面上—的讨论与对话。
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Essays and
Research
Book 1 contains contributed
essays from eight intersecting
views on superblock
development, presented by both
scholars and practitioners, as
well as superblock data and
case studies that China Lab
has collected, analyzed, and
visualized from a number of new
sources.

˖Chengdu
The development of Chinese residential planning was informed
by events, sources and inspirations from various parts of the world.
Some seemingly long-established Chinese norms for residential
planning are results of transnational appropriations and successive
discursive conversions (Lu, 2006a; 2006b). This article will trace the
diachronic changes that various residential planning models underwent
in contemporary China. In particular, drawing on Edward Said’s
‘travelling theory’ (1983) and recent scholarship on knowledge and
representation, this study will focus on the diffuseness with which the
neighbourhood unit idea was apprehended and applied by reference to
the shifting social exigencies in China. First articulated by the American
social reformer Clarence Perry in the 1920s, the neighbourhood unit
schema provides a model layout for a residential district by bringing
together a range of early twentieth-century visions and turning them
into tangible design principles. First, clear boundaries determined by
wide, arterial streets to control the movement of through trafÄc past
the neighbourhood; second, a primary school with¬in easy walking
distance; third, grouped local shops located at the periphery of the
neighbourhood; and fourth, neighbourhood parks and playgrounds to
comprise about 10 per cent of the whole area (Perry, 1929). Over past
eight decades, the neighbourhood unit plan has traversed national
boundaries and spread widely throughout the world. It has served as an
important template for contemporary Chinese residential planning.
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Residential
Planning in
Contemporary
China:
A Genealogy

Site plan of Rover Palace
(Luofushigong) Microdistrict,
Chengdu, designed and built in
2000–2002. The microdistrict
consists of 18 high-rise
buildings, with a total floor space
of 308, 920 square metres and
1,499 apartment units.
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Chen Yin, the vice president of the MG development office and the primary supporter
of Holl’s- design, maintains that the spatial intention of the bridges was to construct
openness, instead of walled defensiveness. However, a development with good
management is a representation of luxury and social prestige, and the management
office could not reconfigure its own perceptions to contend with the concept of the
open community. The Linked Hybrid site has since been incrementally transformed into
a gated community, first by a selectively exclusive guard unit. Facilities on the public
bridges, three towers, some retail, and the theatre are now being purchased by hotels
and foreign companies. Finally, the clients requested the construction of a barrier
around the superblock, and a traditional Chinese-style wall was built in July 2009. The
perceptions of the superblock, from the developer, the management office, and the
residents, have essentially re-appropriated the physical space of Steven Holl’s design.
As the wealthier community tightens security, its neighbours can only speculate and
imagine that urban space through indirect social networks, as they may never be able
to afford the consumption level of the new development. A resident of the workers'
community bases his perspective on daily observations at the restaurant where he
works; the only person he knows from the new community is his boss. He described
the development as having private elevators for luxury apartments, and its residents
'seem to not know each other, and they do not even acknowledge each other with a
nod of the head.'
As the workers' community becomes the lower social class relative to the residents
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Fig 1.3.3 - Site plan for Zaojiatun Residential Cluster, Hongqing People’s Commune, Changping, Beijing, 1958.

t.1.3.1 The three-tier residential system, Shanghai, 1959–1960
> Provided by author
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Demolition of South Housing Area

As the centerpiece residential
development of south Chengdu's New
International Exhibition Center and
technology park, the Swan Lake Garden
makes a risky design move: the floor
plates are nearly twice the size of typical
apartment buildings due to massive,
double-height balconies. Instead of
enclosing the balconies, homeowners are
invited to construct their own pavilions
and gardens on these platforms. The
result is a patchwork facade and a unique
design that may be negatively impacting
the sale value of the apartments.
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INTERACTION, CONFLICTS, RELATIONSHIP
1 Institutional relation ᛠஊСጆ
2 Institutional relationᛠஊСጆ
3 Developer taking the consequence of the planning strategy and working within their superblock धԦ̾Ѳ
˝эѶधԦᮉᄫ
4 US architect being hired by developer through competition Ꮎڍतኒ࣍ᜁᥘឯԟҪᮉᄫ
5 Typological study of Chinese urbanism ዜߥۋᆐቂ
6 Architectural practice and design development between US and Beijing offices, convincing developer a new
type of communityᎾڍԢ˖ڍᄉतኒ࣍ҨМࠈՎௐᮉᄫὋణՐឬనधԦԦࡘளᄉֵ̖
8 Observe demolition site ࠢઞڠڣ
9 Institutional relation, decision making by the mayor for urban transform ᛠஊСጆὙࣉ᫁ф߿ۡࣉԦࡘழՓ
10 Practices of demolition ઞ
11 Developing strategy, branding, role of architectural design and architects धԦን႔Ԣतኒ࣍ᄉᝇᓣ
12 Business relation and ideational conflicts between developer and management office ˉСጆὙधԦˀክူ
МՂ˧ᫍူڙএʼᄉʿʶᒰ
14 Interactions between 2 communities, sunlight, public space, wall ˏ˓࠴Ӝ˧ᫍᄉ̈ҮὙЏ᫇ᮤὋМРቆᫍ᫇ᮤ
ኍ
15 Self-intervention of the design by residents ࡏͰᏧᄉஇᤴ
18 Creating new workers’ community outside Beijing ڙӑ̚ࣉᄉளԇӜ
19 Institutional strategy for urban developmentஊንবۡࣉѲ

Book 2 contains a comparative
catalog of 100 superblocks,
selected from citations in the
contributed essays and China Lab
site surveys. Each superblock
is displayed with key indicators,
including housing affordability,
accessibility, and amenities.
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In the case of MG, architects played an important role in challenging and expanding
the developer's perceptions of superblock space, by proposing an ‘open community’.
Notably, this schematic design of the American architect, Steven Holl, remained
effectively unchanged throughout the design and construction phases, even as
they/ ushered through /a number of unconventional sustainable technologies. The
developer's perception of green architecture was transformed, which in turn changed
the firm's image: in 2005, the company even changed its name from the Modern
Group to the Modern Green Development Company. The architects' ideas were then
disseminated through the developer's primary production line, which now continues to
experiment with mega-scale housing developments, new ecological technologies, and
new communities and lifestyles.
The design rearranges the public and private spaces of a conventional gated
community into a three-dimensional architectural framework. Steven Holl explained
the project as “creating an open space and a pedestrian-friendly atmosphere, in which
residents do not need to rely on cars. …This idea tries to connect different parts
of the city on a macro level and connect everyday life and architecture on a micro
level.” The design both critiques the cellular urbanism of contemporary Beijing and
offers an alternative model. Holl’s practice, based on guiding the developer towards
these ideas, also enlarges the professional role of architects from service provider to
mediator.
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1. Commercial facilities;
2. Printing house;
3. Shoe plant;
4. Clothing plant;
5. Storage;
6. Bus station;
7. Hospital;
8. Office;
9. Middle school;
10. Garden of Happiness;
11. Cultural palace;
12. Theatre;
13. Children’s palace;
14. Hongzhuan University;
15. Children’s facilities;
16. Canteen and boiler room;
17. Club;
18. Primary school.

The current predominance of these gated communities comes out of a combination
of historical forms and perceptions of defense, control, organization, and exclusivity.
In the Qing Dynasty, inner cities were compartmentalised into wards for control and
management, which effectively produced superblocks. After 1949, the danwei workunit and the xiaoqu micro-district further transformed urban fabric into superblocks
in a utilitarian and collective way. In the post-reform era, the central government
advocated for opening up the walled work-unit compound, to address the problem of
the lack of social infrastructure after the relaxation of the rural-urban binary household

Hybrid Histories

Soviet techniques in planning but adopting the wasteful bourgeois neighbourhood unit
idea (Wang, 1956, p.2). During the early 1950s, quite a few residential districts and
factory living quarters were designed according to the superblock schema. Famous
examples of this included Baiwanzhuan Residential District in Beijing (figure 2) and the
living quarter of the No. 1 Automobile Plant in Changchun (Li, 1956; Huadong gongye
jianzhu shejiyuan, 1955).
Yet Chinese planners soon found that the superblock model was problematic
in several aspects: the perimeter layout caused a large number of westward windows,
street-facing units suffered from noise and pollution, and it was difficult to achieve
cross-ventilation. In a 1956 article on residential planning, architect Wang Ye pointed
out that it was unfair to make people live in westward-facing dwellings for no other
reason than formalistic concern (Y. Wang, 1956). Meanwhile, the Soviet leader
Joseph Stalin died on 5 March 1953; references to him gradually disappeared in
various realms. Internally, since 1955 the Chinese Communist Party had increasingly
put economic emphasis on industrial development. As a result, economy and utility
became new priorities in housing construction. The stern layout of the superblock was
abandoned and more flexible plans were favoured (Lü, et al. 2001, pp. 128–130).
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Historically, a river and a railway separated the factory into two parts, the southern and
northern zones. The Modern Green Development Company commenced redevelopment
of the southern zone of the factory in 2000, resulting in the Wanguocheng MOMA and
Pop MOMA communities. In the northern zone, the Linked Hybrid became the fourth
phase of construction in 2003. The brick wall between the Linked Hybrid and the
remaining workers’ housing, originally separated the manufacturing and residential
zones of the work-unit compound in the 1980s, but now it has become the demarcation
of two very distinct social groups.

registration system and subsequent urban expansion. However, claiming an increase
in crime and social instability caused by the reforms, work units refused to tear down
walls. Chinese planners now advocate for the superblock strategy to improve housing
conditions, offer a quick and cost-effective way to redesign infrastructure, create
modern order within neighbourhoods, and consolidate landholdings. In its most basic
role, the superblock facilitates land transactions and rapid real estate development at
the most profitable scale, given current construction practices.

Superblock Development

Much of the material included in this article is based on arguments
articulated in my book Remaking Chinese Urban Form: Modernity,
Scarcity and Space, 1949–2005 (London: Routledge, 2006). For more
detailed information about the application of the neighbourhood unit
idea and the development of the work unit as an urban form, see
Chapters 2, 3 & 4
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The Microdistrict: From Plan to Market
The Chinese planners’ experimentation with the superblock was short lived,
and was soon suspended due to both international and internal changes. After an
interim period, some basic principles of the neighbourhood unit concept reappeared,
but in a new guise. First used in the 1935 Moscow Plan, the ‘microdistrict’ (mikrorayon)
was defined as a self-contained residential district with an area of 75–125 acres and
a population ranging between 5,000 and 15,000 (Bater, 1980, pp. 109–111). Four to
five microdistricts, each with a service radius of 300–400 metres, made a residential
complex. Although the microdistrict schema articulated a more sophisticated
hierarchy and allowed a larger scale, its basic principles of spatial organization (i.e.,
the integration of housing and facilities, optimum service distances and the hierarchical
spatial structure) were essentially similar to those of the neighbourhood unit. During
the Stalin era, the use of the microdistrict was supplanted by the superblock schema.
After Stalin’s death, as the new Party leader Nikita Khrushchev was determined to set

Just outside Dongzhimen, the Beijing First Paper Mill was established in the 1940’s,
prior to the Communist liberation. The factory ballooned to 30,000 at its peak in the
Cultural Revolution, when the central government tapped the mill to produce its little
red books and propaganda publications, at the same time as most other !!!!industries
were decimated. In fact, many of the work-unit’s remaining residents were forced
to join the factory during the Cultural Revolution, instead of continuing with higher
education. After the Reform and Opening, a force of 3,000 permanent workers
supplied the vast majority of Beijing’s paper needs. Then, in the late ‘90’s, their plans
for expansion were halted by new environmental regulations, and shortly after, the
management was suddenly informed that their property would be redeveloped for
mass housing.
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